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ABOUT

JAMES KLOPOVIC has built a successful
career, and a successful life focusing on the
very best in people.
After retiring from a distinguished career of
20 years as a Major in the United States Air
Force he continues helping cultivate the next
generation of New Wave Leaders with values
and character-based education.
James holds a DPP in Public Policy and
continues to work with government and
business leadership in building up our
communities to better support and develop
the young minds who follow us. It is called
New Wave Leadership
Serving as senior staff for the North Carolina
Governor’s Crime Commission for over 25
years, his work continues to build safer
communities and schools, decriminalize
mental illness, and improve learning
environments for those at risk.

He has authored numerous books and
publications regarding effective delivery of
public services. He builds permanent
answers to permanent problems.

BOOKS

• Becoming A New Wave Leader
• Your Moral Compass
• Decriminalizing Mental Illness
• Little Stories
• The Honest Backpacker

• Effective Program Practices for At Ris
Youth

SPEAKER MEDIA KIT

TOPICS
Why Obstacles Create A Path To The
Impossible
The required essence of leadership today. How to
seek out and find the value in chaos and obstacles;
how to be prepared for it, and better because of it.
How to confront the seemingly insurmountable
and create a necessary spark of possibility to
inspire ourselves and the people around us to go
beyond. Find that the ‘impossible’ is possible.

3
S :

How To Do The Correct Things
Correctly
Simple. Suitable. Sustainable. 3 guides to
continuously improve your life for the better.
Learn to thrive beyond just surviving.

The Modern “Good Life” with Ancient
Know-How
Find balance in your day and meaning in your life.
The cure for our endless obsession for more and
more in an accelerating world experiencing
upheaval. Learn the practicalities of living a life
with worth living.

New Wave Leadership: A Survival Guide
The meaning of the moment, the primacy of
process and the understanding that goals are
accomplished with true collaboration.

MY AUDIENCE
Becoming a New Wave Leader reaches those who are
interested in balance in the day, meaning in life and leaving
a legacy for their family. Those looking to declutter the
typhoon of advice on how to achieve a life worth living.
Those looking for practical processes for becoming your
holistic, best self and a resilient person and leader.

“A deeply compelling argument for values in leadership.
In a troubled age the message of Jim Klopovic’s
Becoming A New Wave Leader is less new than eternally
relevant and more important than ever. Brilliantly
crafted, entertaining and instructive, a must-read for
current and future leaders.”

— Stanly McChrystal, General, USA, Ret.,
Partner, McChrystal Group

“Becoming a New Wave leader confirmed many of my
beliefs about how to lead a successful company but also
gave me many other ways to consider leadership. All
business leaders need to read this well written and
researched book. It may be more relevant in today’s
world than at any other time in history.”
—Ed White, Chariman/CEO, Field2Base, Inc.
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